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Greed and Fear, two emotions that rule both individuals...and Countries.Now, China has decided
that they will do whatever it takes to acquire TQB technology.There was a glaring flaw in their plan.
When they kill an unborn little baby in a raid, the Queen Bitch is Released.Now, China has two
options...Kill Bethany Anne, or Sue For Peace.**Please note, as mentioned in a review, there is
flagrantly foul language in these novels. The main character does not have a problem with cussing,
just uninspired cussing.Series includes: Death Becomes Her - The Kurtherian Gambit 01 Queen
Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit 02 Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit 03 Bite This - The Kurtherian
Gambit 04 Never Forsaken - The Kurtherian Gambit 05Under My Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit
06Kneel or Die - The Kurtherian Gambit 07We Will Build - The Kurtherian Gambit 08It's Hell To
Choose - The Kurtherian Gambit 09Release The Dogs of War - The Kurtherian Gambit 10Sued For
Peace - The Kurtherian Gambit 11Short Stories Tied in to the Main Series include:You Don't Mess
with John's Cousin - Frank Kurns Stories of the UnknownWorld 01Bitch's Night Out - Frank Kurns
Stories of the UnknownWorld 02
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The first two thirds of this book involves a lot of guerrilla warfare sniping at TBQ Enterprises, along
with a bit of wrap-up of a few other issues. Then things escalate, and Bethany Ann goes to war. The
remainder of the book feels like Ang Lee's movie Hulk (2003). It's a whirlwind of action presented
from every angle. It is an engrossing ride that I couldn't get enough of, but the inevitable had to
happen for the wrap-up and teasers for the next book. Once again, I'm not stuck having to wait a
month while hoping another novella comes out soon.

I am thoroughly amazed at Michael's storytelling abilities. The story keeps smoothly flowing and has
us (the readers) constantly demanding more, more, more, NOW. I want to thank the team that
Michael has put together who helps him get the books out quickly and in good shape. I see myself
finishing up book 23 about a year from now and looking for the next book.

I don't review things, pretty much ever. But every time I read one of these books the first thought I
have is, "MORE! NOW!", and then the second thought is that I should review. So I finally did.This is
the kind of book series I wish I had found after it was completed so I could binge read everything.
On one hand we have book series that take years between sequels (GOT, Stormkiller, Kingkiller
Chroncles etc), and then we have Michael Anderle here knocking out wonderful novels every
month. It was honestly easier for me to get over the withdrawals when I quit smoking than it is for
me to wait for the next book. I seriously think I may be suffering from stockholm syndrome. I have
been devouring these books for the past few months, and I catch myself getting irrationally angry
when I get done and there's nothing else to read! I even read the authors notes at the end! I never
do that! D@mn you Michael! You literary drug dealing b@stard! I take it back, I don't hate you,
please can I have more now? No? Give me now you sonofa!!!!! AAAARRRRGHHH!!!Now that that's
out of my system, on to a real review.This book felt sooooo good. Finally, some RETRIBUTION!
Michael manages to make all his varied plot strings and events just flow together so well. When we
switch to another characters viewpoint, it's very easy to remember who they are (if they had
appeared before), and whether or not to hate them. Characters motivations make sense. Enemies
aren't doing bad things just because they are an antagonist.I just typed out another two paragraphs
talking about specific things in the series and how I felt about them, but decided I should delete it.
Bottom line for me, Michael is an outstanding new author, and if you like sci fi or supernatural
books, start at the beginning and read these. They are amazing.GIVE US MORE NOW MICHAEL!!!

First, Michael, I got nearly nothing done for 4 days reading these. Dude, WTF! Two of these days
were all nighters. I'm just glad I discovered them during the summer (job is school based).How to
describe a book series that grabs you and just, just, immerses you? I loved reading this series! I
dove into a mental movie universe and tried very hard not to be irritated with the outside world
needs. :) Single dad here, my boys were fed, but I admit I apologized to them once or twice for my
mental absence. The author does a beautiful job of universe building. My love of series because I
invest in the characters is fulfilled 10 fold. And the mixing of urban fantasy, military fiction and sci-fi
is lovely and isn't the easiest thing but it's done so very well here. Boots on the ground military use
the F*Bomb as a given standard. The cussing is glorious! The action is awe inspiring. And the down
moments between action are hilarious and character investing. I look forward to those slower family
building moments because I feel a part of that family. Wonderful writing.

This another great book in the continuing saga of the Kurtherian Gambit. The action is pretty fast
paced featuring the main cast of characters. The series is easy to follow as there are books coming
out every other month. Don't have to wait years to see how the characters develop. You do have to
start with the first book, but pretty easy to catch up. The book has all the elements of space opera,
military sci-fi, paranormal, fantasy all rolled into one. Great reading. Join us on Facebook, and the
author engages with his readers.

About time. The action kicks in and its fast and devastating. This was a can't put it down read for
me. I did stop for a meal and bathroom breaks but other than that I read it cover to cover... (I don't
know if that really apply's on the Kindle) but you get the drift. I basically read the book at one sitting.
I am looking forward to the consolidation of Earth and the move into space. Personally, I thought the
pinup calendar stuff was a miss but I can't expect every book to be perfectly written towards me.
Can't wait for the next book as usual.. Thanks Michael.

Personally I think the rating system is inflated and unrealistic, so when I give five stars, the book is
great. See my rating!Bethany Anne and her team apply Maximum Carnage against their foes in this
episode of the Kurtherian Gambit saga. The Queen Bitch rules! Highly recommended.
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